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            Abstract
Quasars, which are exceptionally bright objects at the centres (or nuclei) of galaxies, are thought to be produced through the accretion of gas into disks surrounding supermassive black holes1,2,3. There is observational evidence at galactic and circumnuclear scales4 that gas flows inwards towards accretion disks around black holes, and such anÂ inflow has beenÂ measured at the scale of the dusty torus that surrounds the central accretion disk5. At even smaller scales, inflows close to an accretion disk have been suggested to explain the results of recent modelling of the response of gaseous broad emission lines to continuum variations6,7. However, unambiguous observations of inflows that actually reach accretion disks have been elusive. Here we report the detection of redshifted broad absorption lines of hydrogen and helium atoms in a sample of quasars. The lines show broad ranges of Doppler velocities that extend continuously from zero to redshifts as high asÂ about 5,000 kilometres per second. We interpret this as the inward motion of gases at velocities comparable to freefall speeds close to the black hole, constraining the fastest infalling gas to within 10,000Â gravitational radii of the black hole (the gravitational radius being the gravitational constant multiplied by the object mass, divided by the speed of light squared). Extensive photoionization modelling yields a characteristic radial distance of the inflow of approximately 1,000 gravitational radii, possibly overlapping withÂ the outer accretion disk.
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                    Fig. 1: Hydrogen and helium absorption-line spectrum of the quasar JI035Â +Â 1422.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Close-up of the absorption spectrum of J1035Â +Â 1422 in selective hydrogen, helium and metal lines.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Probability density distribution in the space of the total hydrogen density and the characteristic radial distance of the inflow in JI035Â +Â 1422.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Schematic view of the central engine of quasars, with an inflow reflecting our data on redshifted hydrogen and helium broadÂ absorptionÂ lines.[image: ]
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              All observational data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author on request.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Sensitive range of broad absorption lines in HÂ i* Balmer series and metastable HeÂ i*multiplets in gas near a black hole.
Assuming a black hole of mass Mâ€¢Â =Â 109MÊ˜, accreting at an Eddington ratio of 0.1, the column densities of H0 at the nÂ =Â 2 level \({N}_{{\rm{col}}}\left({{\rm{H}}}_{n=2}^{0}\right)\) and He0 at the metastable level 23S (Ncol(He023S)) can be evaluated through photoionization simulations for gas of various densities (total hydrogen density; nH), total column density (NH) and distance (in units of Rg). Assuming a Gaussian velocity dispersion (FWHMÂ =Â 3,000Â kmÂ sâˆ’1), a specified line is considered to be sensitive in measuring the ionic column density as long as the optical depth is in the range 0.05â€“3 at the line centre. The coloured areas show the sensitive ranges for only three lines in each series for clarity: aâ€“f, HÎ±, HÎ´ and HÎº at Î»restÂ =Â 6,564, 4,102 and 3,750Â Ã…; and gâ€“l, \({{\rm{H}}{\rm{e}}\,{\rm{I}}}_{6,4,3}^{\ast }\)â‰¡Â HeÂ i* Î»Î»2,829, 3,889, 10,830.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Optical spectra for our sample of quasars with redshifted HÂ i* and HeÂ i*broad absorption lines.
We plot the SDSS-observed spectra of seven quasars with pure redshifted broad absorption lines (or mini-broad ones) in the HÂ i* Balmer and metastable HeÂ i* series in their restÂ frames. The systemic redshifts are determined from narrow emission lines including [OÂ ii] (grey dotted-dashed vertical lines). As in Fig. 1, the blue dash-dotted lines mark the rest wavelengths of the HÂ i* and HeÂ i* transitions. The wavelength ranges of the absorption lines are shaded in orange.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Close-ups of selective hydrogen lines from the absorption lines.
We plot selective HÂ i* Balmer absorption lines (orange) from the SDSS spectra of the seven quasars in Extended Data Fig. 2 in their common velocity space. The data are normalized by the continuum after subtracting the best-fit emission-line models (as for J1035Â +Â 1422 in Fig. 2). The error bars denote 1Ïƒ flux uncertainties. aâ€“d, Four bona fide broad-absorption-line quasars with absorption troughs spanning a wide range of velocities from roughly 0 to 4,000Â kmÂ sâˆ’1 (much wider than the criterion for definition of a broad absorption line, that is, 2,000Â kmÂ sâˆ’1). eâ€“g, The absorption troughs of the remaining three quasars have widths of roughly 1,000âˆ’2,000Â kmÂ sâˆ’1 and are formally classified as â€˜mini-broad absorption linesâ€™.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Velocity structure of the redshifted HÎ± broad absorption line of J1035Â +Â 1422.
The optical depth (red) and localÂ covering factor (blue) of the line, derived from the continuum-normalized spectrum, are shown as a function of velocity shift with respect to the quasarâ€™s restÂ frame. The error bars represent 1Ïƒ uncertainties.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Probability density distribution in the parameter space of the total hydrogen density (nH) and distance from the central engine (dinflow) for different inflow models.
a, The simplest primordial models are applied, and the redshifted HÂ i* and HeÂ i* broad absorption lines are used to evaluate the probability density. However, the highly probable models predict much higher column densities of C3+ ions (\({N}_{{\rm{col}}}\left({{\rm{C}}}_{{\rm{ground}}}^{3+}\right)\)) than that estimated from the redshifted CÂ iv broad-absorption-line trough. b, To resolve this problem, only the region beyond the C3+ region (the â€˜post-C3+ regionâ€™) in the primordial models is used to describe the inflow gas, and probability density is recalculated by including CÂ iv. The results of these refined model calculations are shown here. The probability density shows two peaks around nHÂ â‰ˆÂ 107Â cmâˆ’3 and dinflowÂ â‰ˆÂ 2,000Rg, and nHÂ â‰ˆÂ 109.5Â cmâˆ’3 and dinflowÂ â‰ˆÂ 100Rg (see also Fig. 3).


Extended Data Fig. 6 Comparison between observation and model calculations for selected metal absorption lines.
a, Recovered spectra of CÂ iv, corrected for redshifted absorption, assuming C3+ ion column densities of \({N}_{{\rm{col}}}\left({{\rm{C}}}_{{\rm{ground}}}^{3+}\right)\)Â =Â 1015, 1016 and 1017 cmâˆ’2Â in the quasarâ€™s restÂ frame. The error bars on the observed flux denote 1Ïƒ uncertainty. Compared with the best-fit SDSS composite spectrum (blue dashed line), the recovered flux is much too weak for the absorption when \({N}_{{\rm{col}}}\left({{\rm{C}}}_{{\rm{ground}}}^{3+}\right)\)Â =Â 1015Â cmâˆ’2, while it is too high (showing two extra deceptive peaks at around 1,550 and 1,570Â Ã…) for the absorption when \({N}_{{\rm{col}}}\left({{\rm{C}}}_{{\rm{ground}}}^{3+}\right)\)Â Â =Â 1017 cmâˆ’2. The absorption model with \({N}_{{\rm{col}}}\left({{\rm{C}}}_{{\rm{ground}}}^{3+}\right)\)Â â‰ˆÂ 1016Â cmâˆ’2 predicts unabsorbed flux that is reasonably consistent with the composite spectrum, and is thus adopted. b, Absorption-corrected UV FeÂ ii spectra between 2,000 and 2,750Â Ã… for the post-C3+ inflow models with nH =Â 107 Â cmâˆ’3Â (red), 107.5Â cmâˆ’3 (yellow), 109 cmâˆ’3Â (green), and 109.5 cmâˆ’3Â (violet) in the high â€˜probabilityâ€™ zone of Extended Data Fig. 5b. The error bars on observed flux are 1Ïƒ uncertainties. Compared with the best-fit composite (blue dashed line), the models with higher densities can be clearly ruled out.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Photoionization models for inflow/outflow and the transmitted spectralÂ energy distributions.
a, The ionization structure of a primordial model with nHÂ =Â 107Â cmâˆ’3 and UÂ =Â 100.5 that is directly illuminated by the central continuum source of the quasar. If integrated from the illuminated surface, the model with \({N}_{{\rm{c}}{\rm{o}}{\rm{l}}}({{\rm{H}}}_{n=2}^{0})\) and \({N}_{{\rm{col}}}\left({{\rm{He}}}^{0}{2}^{3}{\rm{S}}\right)\) values that are comparable to the measurements predicts \({N}_{{\rm{col}}}\left({{\rm{C}}}_{{\rm{ground}}}^{3+}\right)\) values of more than 1019Â cmâˆ’2, far from the estimated \({N}_{{\rm{col}}}\left({{\rm{C}}}_{{\rm{ground}}}^{3+}\right)\) in the redshifted broad absorption line. An alternative solution is that the inflow in fact corresponds to the grey area, which is gas behind the C3+ region (the light green area, where C3+ and other high-ionization ions dominate). In such a picture, the outflow is suggested to play an equivalent role to the C3+ region in this panel in eliminating high-energy ionizing photons. b, Plot of the ionization structure for an outflow with nHÂ =Â 109.5Â cmâˆ’3 and UÂ =Â 100.5. The requirement for transmitted radiation (which should have the same spectralÂ energy distribution as the incident radiation on inflow) could constrain the thickness of outflow model. The outer surface of this model (red dashed line) coincides highly with the extension of the C3+ region. However, Ncol(He023S), measured using the blueshifted HeÂ i* Î»10,830, defines a thinner outflow gas (blue dashed line) if we assume that the localÂ covering factor, Cf, is wavelength independent. c, The transmitted spectralÂ energy distributions through the spectral-energy-distribution-constrained outflow and the Ncol(He023S)-defined outflow are plotted. The former (red) naturally coincides with the incident spectralÂ energyÂ distribution for the inflow model, while the latter (blue) shows considerable excess in soft X-ray, which would result in a much larger \({N}_{{\rm{col}}}\left({{\rm{C}}}_{{\rm{ground}}}^{3+}\right)\) in the inflow than the measurement. d, Transmitted spectralÂ energy distributions through a Ncol(He023S)-defined outflow model with nHÂ =Â 109.5Â cmâˆ’3, UÂ =Â 100.5 and different metallicities. The spectral-energy distribution depends sensitively on the metallicity. As the metallicity increases from 1ZÊ˜ to 10ZÊ˜, the transmitted spectralÂ energy distribution seems to match the incident spectralÂ energy distribution required by the inflow model, suggesting that a metal-rich outflow model could explain the measurement in both the redshifted and the blueshifted broad-absorption-line systems.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Comparison of the HÎ± emission line in observations and simple model calculations.
a, Observed (black line) and absorption-corrected (orange dotted line) broad HÎ± emission line spectra of J1035Â +Â 1422, normalized to the continuum. Overplotted for comparison are the HÎ± emission lines predicted by photoionization models from the inflow (red dashed line), the outflow (blue dashed line), and both (green dotted line) (assuming a covering factor of 0.5 (Î©iÂ =Â Î©0=Â 0.5 in Supplementary Table 1) and a radial velocity 5,000Â kmÂ sâˆ’1 for both inflow and outflow). Clearly, the observed HÎ± is much stronger than the model prediction. This may be due to the oversimplicity of the models, in which a much broader velocity range is missing. Alternatively, and more likely, the excess HÎ± flux might be contributed by the accretion disk. b, The residual line profile (cyan dotted line; the zigzag shape is caused by the oversimplified model assumption of a single velocity instead of the actual large velocity gradient), which largely resembles the HÎ± line observed in the well studied disk-emitting quasar 3C332 (ref. 43; grey solid line). Note that 3C332 shows a substantial excess component with respect to the best-fit disk line model (violet dashed line), which is redshifted with a velocity range of roughly 0âˆ’5,000Â kmÂ sâˆ’1. This is reminiscent of the redshifted HÎ± broad absorption line found in J1035Â +Â 1422 here, suggesting the interesting possibility that this excess HÎ± emission in 3C332 might originate from inflows.
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